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Obamacare Repeal Moot if a New Initiative Changes the FDA Law which
Effectively Bans Alternatives
Healthcare is now more than 17% of the entire GDP of the U.S.A. Heart disease is the number one
killer of Americans with an annual death toll over 800,.000.[1]
Nobel Prize winning scientist Linus Pauling discovered and patented a cure for heart disease. This fact
has not been reported for more than twenty years because of the high percentage of advertising revenue
the major media outlets receive from pharmaceutical advertising. If this incredible news were revealed
to the American public, it is not hyperbole to estimate that within 30 days, 40% of health care dollars
spent on cardiovascular disease would no longer be spent.
How has this news been kept secret? It is a federal crime in America for a company to cure a major
disease and also sell a product to implement that cure. Only “drugs” are allowed to prevent, mitigate,
treat, cure or diagnosis a disease. Vitamin C is not a drug, until a company tells the truth about it.
The nonprofit 501(c)(3) Vitamin C Foundation has been promoting Linus Pauling vitamin C research
findings for twenty years. Recently, the non-profit was sent a warning letter from the FDA which
effectively forced the Foundation to remove 20 years worth of links to scientific studies because the
FDA considers these links “qualified health claims.” Unfortunately for all Americans, this vitally
important health information about vitamin C is not taught in medical schools.
Why would the Federal government attack the tiny Vitamin Foundation? Our soul source of financial
support is sponsoring vitamin C products. The FDA claims our links to the science have effectively
created drugs out of an essential vitamin. Foundation attorneys inform us that the web site may not
have links to any positive studies about vitamin c if we also sponsor or have links to any vitamin c
products. If your head hurts, you are not alone. Our attorney's also tell us that not complying with the
FDA edict would risk a Federal enforcement raid, including confiscation of our computers and
effectively shutting down our operation.
The law needs to change.
The Foundation has retained the law firm of Jonathan Emord and Associates to help us draft a petition
to alter the wording of the Federal Food and Drug Act defining a drug as an unnatural substance that
may cause harm. . And a vitamin would not be subject to FDA drug regulations..

The Vitamin C Foundation web site (VitaminCFoundation.ORG), minus its 20 years of health
information about vitamin C, will take on a new mission to spearhead the effort to change the federal
law that classifies a food as a drug because it "prevents, mitigates, treats or cures."
The cure for heart disease is only the beginning. The Vitamin C Foundation believes that cost of health
care could conceivably drop to as low as 3% of the GDP almost overnight. This would happen because
of what is known about vitamin C alone, because of its effect curing heart disease and cancer.
Widespread dissemination of this news would make-pharma and BIG-medicine a lot poorer overnight.
Stay tuned.
Owen R. Fonorow
Founder
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"I think we can get almost complete control of cardiovascular disease, heart
attacks and strokes by the proper use of (vitamin C and lysine) ... even cure
it." - From Linus Pauling's Last Interview
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Example Testimonial FDA wants removed from the Foundation Web Site

Miracle of your web site..
I am going to go to every one of my 200 doctors and give them copies of
all this if it's ok. They have a lot of explaining to do! I also have at least
20 years of my past medical records of these ailments that I had to
retrieve to file for disability
I would just like to share with you the true miracle of your website. After 5 years
of personal research in trying to cure myself and with several readings and rereadings of your website, especially Stone's papers, I was able to cure my
fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue, severe circulatory problems, arthritis, and even a
horrific swollen check with a toothache and bleeding gums. I have also had a
heart attack and hemolytic urea syndrome years ago. After listening to a speech
by Dr. Levy in which he said "he had a hunch" that even chronic diseases could
be cured if vit c was administered long enough and strong enough. So that is
what I did. I started out slowly with oral supplements but couldn't tolerate it with
bowels. So I bought his Lipo C and took 5-15 packets daily over the course of 7
days and suddenly nearly all my horrific ailments are gone. I even began sleeping
at night!! I use to read blogs like this and refused to believe that they could be
true. In the end, the research papers you have published is what finally clinched
it. I even diagnosed my own subclinical signs of scurvy with your website. I am
going to go to every one of my 200 doctors and give them copies of all this if it's
ok. They have a lot of explaining to do! I also have at least 20 years of my past
medical records of these ailments that I had to retrieve to file for disability. God
Bless you all. I am soooo happy.
Queen

